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2008 Post Winte r Term Student Survey
Add itional sessions in \Vinter T erm \1
This sun'ey is designed to help the Office of Winter and, Summer Sess ions with
a recolllmendation for an nddi tio nal fOUf I\'eek sess ion in 'Winter Tenn . In the
next acadenllc year 2008 -2009, there I\'il l be six II'eeks bet\yeen the end offall
semester and the beginning of spring semester. We are asking people what yOll
thlllk of n U1l11l1g a pi lol program that \yoqld lllclude nyO sessions dmmg Winter
Term: the onglllai three-,,'eek sesS ion right before the 's tart of sprmg semeste r
and another seSSIOn that woul d begin the Monday after fal l graduat ion , run for
one Iyeek, break for two I\'eeks \,"hi le \VKU is officially closed. and reopen fo r
three " 'eeks ending at the same time as the ongmai three-\\'eek sesSIOn .
1. Wh at yea r will you be during the 2008 Silrin g Semester ?
Freslunan
_ 7.0%
_ _ 14.7%
Sophomore

(50)
(74)
( 124)

_15.2%

(52)

_4.7%

( 16)

TOTA L

99.7'Yo

2. A re you
23 years old or YO lUlger')
24 years old or older"

(24)

21.7%
ZF 36.4%

Ju ni or
Senior
Graduate Student
other

:

340
(341)
( 19 1)

: : : : : 56.0%
44.0%

TOTAL

••

( 150)

100.0%

341
(341 )

3. What is your majOl"! Please note th at both und el'gl'adu ate an d gradua te m ajol's

a l'e listed.
Accountin g
.2. 1%
Ad\"en ising
. 1.2%
African American Studies
Agricu ltural Technology & Mgt
, Agricu lture
81.5%
Ame ri can HUl11anics

(4)

(0)
(0)

(5)
(0)

(0)

AJl th ropolog~ '

Applied Technology
Archi tectural Drafting
Tecllllology

(7)

. 1.2%

(4)

.0.3%

(1)
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Area Study in Honors
Art
Art Education
Art History
Asian Studies
Astronomy
Athletic Coaching
Bi ochemistry
Biodi versity Studies
Biology
Bio phys ics
Biolechnoloh'Y
Bro.:1dcasting
Business .. Marketing Education
Business Economics
Business Technology
Cheml shy
Child Studies
City & Regional Planning
Ci,·il Engineering
Coal Chemistry
Co mmunication Diso rd ers
Co mmunicati on Studi es
Co mputer Informati on Systems
Computer Information
Technology
Computer Science
Construction Management
Consumer and Family Sciences
Corporate & Organi zational
Communication
Criminology
Dance
Dental Hygiene
Design Merchandising &
Textiles
Earth Science
Earth and Space Science
Econonucs
Electrical Engineeri ng
Elementary Education
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(0)
. O.3'X,

(I)

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
\,

.

·t4%

. 0.3% .
. 1.5%
. 0.6%
.0.9%
. 1.2%
. 2. 1%
. 1.I.9°;()

(0)

I

(0)
(0)
( 15)
(0)
(1 )

(5)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(7)
(3)

••

(0)
. 1.2%

(4)

(0)
. 1.8%
. 0.6%
. 1.2%

(2)

e O.3%

(I)

. 0.9%

(3)

(6)
(4)

(0)
. 0.6%

(2)

. 0.9%

(3)

(0)
. 0.6%

(0)
(2)

. 1.1%

(4)
(0)
(0)

. 0.6%
. 0.6%
_ 7.3%

(2)
(2)
(25)
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t'age

English and Allied Language
Arts

. , S Xf

(5)

. 0.3%

(I)

(0)
(0)

Environmental Health Sciences
Environmental Studies
E:-.:ceptionai Educat ion
0 35%

F,:unil\"and Consumer Sciences
Education
Fami ly Studies
Fi lm Studies
Finance
Financial Pl ann ing
Fol klore
Food Service Management
Food Nutri tion and Wellness
French
Geog raphic Information
Systems
Geograp h~ '
Geo l og~ -

German
Ge rontology

Heal th Education
Health Sciences
Healthcare Info nnalion Systems
H istory
Hos pi tality Management
Hospitali ty Management and
Dietetics

lndutrial Education
Industrial Sc iences
Information Systems
(Management Information

(I)
I

. 1.1%
. 0.9%

,

(0)
(0)
(4)
(3)

(0)
(0)

••

(0)

(0)
. 0.3%

(I)

. 0,3%
.O.911/t)
.0.6%

( \)
(3)

(2)

(0)
(0)

e 1.5%

(5)
(0)

.0.3%

( I)
(0)

. 0.9%
.0.6%

(3)
(2)

. 0.6%

(2)

.0.6%

(2)

. 0.3%

(\ )

. 1.8%

(6)

. 2.1%

(7)

(0)

, Systems)

Interdisciplinary Early
Childhood Education
Inerdisciplinary Studies
Interior Design

(12)

. 0.3%

Graphic Design for Advertising
Majors

Hea lth Care Adm Inistration

0 1 J..!

(0)

Emergency Medical Technician

Engli sh

j

(0)
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International Business
Land Surveying
Latin American Studies
Le[ldershi p Stlldies
Li brary Media Education
Lodging Managment
Manageill ent
Manufacturing Management
Manufacturing Technology
Mnrketing
Mass Communicati on
Mathematics
Mechal1lcal Engineering
Medical Tenninology
Middle Grades Education
Mi litary Science
Music
New Media Publishing
Ne\\'slEdi torial Journali sm
Nursmg
Nutrition and Dietetics
Occupational Safley & Health
Office Managment
Office System Technologies
Outdoor Leadership
Paralegal Studies
Paramedicine
Performing Arts
Performing Arts Administration
Philosophy
Pholojoumali sm
Physical Edllcation
Physics
Political Communication
Political Science
Pre-ForestIl)'
Ps\"Choloo,'
.
o.
Pu blic Health
Pub liC Hea lt h Education
Publi c Relati ons
Real Estate
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eO.3%

. 2.9%

_ 5.~O;(,
. 0.9%
.3. 5%

I

(0)
(0)
(0)
(1)
(10)
(0)
(20)
(0)
(3)
( 12)

. 0.3% '
. U.3%

(0)
(I)
(I)
(0)

. 1.2%

(4)

••

(0)
. 1.2')10

(4)

(0)
a l .8%
. 3.8%
. 0.3%

(13)

. 0.6%

(2)

(6)

( I)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

. 1.2%
. 1.5%
_ ' .5%
. 0,9%
. 3.5%
8 0.6%
. 0.30/0

. 0.9%

(4)
(5)
(5)
(0)
(3)
(0)

(12)
(2)

(I)
(3)

(0)
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Recombinant Genetics
Recreation Admin istration
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(0)
:) 1.5%

Relig ious Studi es
Social St udies

:0 1.2%

Socinl Work

c:: 3.8%

(5)
(4)
(I)
(13)

.. (J,]l%

Soc iology
Spanish
Texti les & Apparel
Merchandising
Theatre
Touris m
Visual Arts
Wo men's Studi es
.0.3%
Writing
Counseling and Stud ent Affai rs . 2.1 %

(II)
(0)

,

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

(I)
(0)
(7)

EducatIOnal Admjrti slration and
.0.6%
Lerldership

TOTAL

1.00.0"'/ 0

4. What type of class d id you I"egistel' fol' during Win tel' Tel'm 2008?
General Ed ucation
Class in my major or minor
53 .4%
G raduate leyel
' - 12.3%
Electi,"e
.... 11.4%

:::~2~5~.2~%~o.

Stud\" Abroad

., 2.9%

Tnl\"el in tbe US
. 0.3%
Personal interest
= 3.2%
other
e 1. 8%
S. W hel'e was your Winter Tel'ln class taught?

Bowling Green Campus
Elizabethtown, Owensboro or
Glasgow campuses
On line
BG Community Coll ege

40.2%
.2.9%
_ _ _ _ 5 1. 0%

.2.3%

Stu dy AbroadfUS Tra\"e!

oITsi te

••

(2)

341
(341)
(86)
(182)
(42)
(39)
(10)
(I)
(ll )
(6)
(137)
( 10)
(174)
(8)
(I I)

.0.3%

(I)
341
TOTAL
lOO . O' ~o
(341)
6. The proposed additional session would be fo Ul"weeks long and would begin the
Monday after fall final s, run for a week, break. for two weeks w hile \VKU is closed,
and then r UIl for th l'ee weeks with the oligina l session, end ing on the F.-iday before
Slll'ing semester begins, Would you consider taking a course in this four-week
session?
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~ ,jl~%

(143)

Yes
No

l'
jig 32.U%
"-:"';'"

MJ\"be

:

TOTAL

........ ........ .................... 99.4'%

(109)

...·25.5%

(87)
339
(341)

7. What would you like 01' not like about th'is romo-week Wi ntc,' session?
# Response
\ I
1 You should try to offer as many online courses as you can. Students who go

home for the holidays can still take these courses.
1 I am always one for change; however, I do not see the necessity to begin a class
for one week, and then take a break for ,two weeks.
1 2 \veeks off after I week
1 A break for two weeks during the winter' tenn would be a nice break, because
winter classes are rushed as it is anyways.
1 additional four \veek sessions would enable students to meet degree
requirements faster. However, not many courses are offered online, and therefore
make it next to impossible for a working student to attend.
I Although It wouldn't be as fast paced. I could take the same class but just in a
week less and get the same amOlUlt of credits since the classes do overlap so you
can't take any extra. So therefore, I would choose the one that would give me the
longer break.
1 Another oppotumity to get ahead and move toward graduation. Plus, its winter,
its cold, good time to study!
I Any extra time is always great--not so rushed
1 Any opportunity to take a class is welcomed. Commuting I would love to see
winter tenn classes at Glasgow.
1 Anytime educators can fit in a class in a short amOlUlt of time it is a good thing;
especially since we work full-time whi le going to school. Taking a class over an
entire semester can really mterfere Wlth school schedules. The more condensed
the course work can be the better.
J As a stlJdent, I don't know if it would be effective to have I week of class and
Ihen a 2 week break 10 forget everything. You might say, a special project could
be assigned during Ihis 2 week period. In that case the library would need to be
open. tflhe lJbrar), is open, then the staff Christmas break is gone .
t English 3021!! please!!! online!
1 finishing classes earlier .... that would be great.
1 Four weeks is good for more difficuJt, upper-level classes. With the class t took,
which was a General Education Requirement, four weeks just seems too long.
The Iwo and a half weeks would suffice. The going one week and breaking for
two seems pointless.
I gIves you more time
1 good : additional material could be covered, more time to study over the 2-week
break, more class options bad: professors might assign something over the 2
week break for holiday, students might forget what they were learning over the 2
week break

,
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t have only 2 wks orf instead of the 3 for a winter break

I Having a two week break so soon after the class starts would probably disrupt
any momentum forward and going back to it in January would likely consist of
reviewmg the first weeks materials
I Having a week of class, then a two week break would eIther be a wasted week,
or ruin the break, either students would forget what they didduring that 1st week,
or they would be assigned work to d ~ during the n ....o weeks off, therefore
fuining the break Also, would there additional tuition costs for having that
extra \veek? The only way that I would ever consider that course setup would be
ifI was allowed to take an extra class during that time, raising the limit to SIX to
eight hours instead of fOUf.
f
I Having more classes to choose from is '\ good idea for the student is who
wanting to finish up a program.
....
1 having the break between december and'january. I \vO,uld forget half of the
material.
1 Hopefully the classes will be less than three hours long everyday.

tie

••

1 Housing problems.
1 I am finished with my Master's program now, but this session would have been
great because it offers more class choices to those who may be dovm to only
needing two or three classes to graduate.
I I am flexible. I live in Bowling Green and being able to take classes that will
have an impact on my future schedules is great.
1 I am not sure that I understand the reason behind it. I would like to get more
hours. Have another session offered that would allow for a student to take at
least 6 hours .
11 believe it would be very beneficial if there is some way the course load could
be increased. For example, give students the opportunity to enroll for two classes
(maximum six credit hours) instead of one.
I I can get extra classes in, not having to wait on the full semester.
1 I can see both sides of the issue; 1 would like to have more time in class to cover
the material, but I would also in a way like to be done "as quickly as possible." I
think a break between schooling may cause a slack in grades/returnmg students.
Overall , I think winter term is a great idea, and I'll participate either way.
I I could receive more credits and get closer to graduation sooner.
1 I do not believe that I would like the two week ofT period. Once I start a class I
like to keep moving forward to its completion.
1 I do nOllike that it runs during the Christmas holiday, because most students
need a break during that time and most go home to be with their fam ilies.
However, I could understand if someone wanted to take a class during that term
to speed up their graduation. I personally would not take a class during "D" term.
1 I do not like that it would start for a week then end for awhile and start back up.
[t would seem to me that you would forget the information, or that the first week
would just be a waste of time.

1

I do not like the fact it overlaps with the current winter tenn. It does not allow
me to take a class during the 4 week session and a class during the two week
season like the summer term. If you were to add a semester, I would add another
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2 week term, so that we can take one class during winter term "A" and one class
during winter term" B."
1 I do not like the idea of having a week of class and then having a 2 week break.
Does not seem like a good way to help retention ofmformation.
1 I do not like the two week break in the middle of the session. Tt is hard enough to
get back into school after one week [or spring break, I can\\ imagine two weeks
orf I do like that the work would be spread out over four weeks instead of three
but there really is not that much more 'b'enifit since you cannot get any mOTe
hours.
11 do not think anyone would want to be in class the week after finals then go
home forget what youjust learned because you did not w'ant to be there then
have to remember and learn more for three weeks. I think it runs fine just the
way It IS that is why there has been morel and more people sign lip for Winter
term classes.
\
1 I do not think I would like the one week of class then two weeks off. The winter
term classes are velY fast pace, bUll think it is better the way they are currently
set up.
I I do not think that I would like the large break. J would prefer just to take the
three week course. T feel that I would not recall much of the information that
woul d be learned in the first week.
11 don't believe I would like the two week break. I think that, depending on the
course, it might be too hard to start and then break. Some more general
education classes that might work, but the more structured, intense classes T feel
that would be difficult.
1 J don't care for the idea of a [our week winter session; there are those students
who will take the opportunity if given. We as students all need a break, and there
are those students who \vill take any opportunity 10 take a class, and in the end
may become worn out on school. I don?! think that we should take the chance in
this happening to any of our student. Sometime you have to give individuals no
other option but to take a break.
I I don't know if I could remember the material over a Christmas break due to
family things and leaving Western to go home plus just the whole break idea
makes me forget most things. It could be good though by making it longer. Not
sure on the idea?
I J don'l like that it is not all together. But four weeks would mean shorter amount
of time in class per day so you don't get burnt out.
J I don't like that it would be broken in two. It would not be beneGcial at all to
take a class for a week, forget everything over 2 weeks and then come back for
the same class. I prefer the schedule for winter term as it is now.
11 don't like that there is two weeks where you get out of the grove of being in
class and are gi\:en the chance to forget Important material. [ liked the J term
class I took.
I I don't like the idea of having a two week break.. You will forget about things.
You will come back from Christmas and have to restart everything. r think it's a
horrible idea.
I I don't like the idea of starting the Mon. after finals week. By that time most
student are worn out and need a break from school.
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II don't like the run for a week, then have a 2 week break then the regular. 11
would be hard to have a week of work for a new class then have a break right

after.
11 don't like the two week break, but I like that you would get 4 weeks of class

instead of 3.
1 I don't think a good amount of \\lark would get done in the first week. It seems
like you wouldjust spend time refre~ ing it anyways when you retwned from
break.
·1
1 J don't think that I would lake a class that was a four week session. It sounds li ke
that would be way to much craming! i don;t like that fact that you are in classes
for one week buckled down snldying, then have a two week break, and then have
to try and buckle down again to study; it would be to hard to get in the study
mind set again I don't think you would be able to take a hard class during that
session, maybe an easy general elective because of the chal lengmg study
habbits.
.
I I don't think that the one week llild then a break is a good idea. Because the
winter tenn is so intensive it dosen't make sense to work hard for a week and
then quit and two weeks later start again. Also during that time you know that
teachers wi ll expect a lot of work to be done because of such and intensive work
schedule. Therefore, it should count for more hours. Overall , I like the idea of
the two difTerent terms. However, I don't see what benint would be to the
students if they can't even take more than one class anyways.
1 i dont care for the break. i think the original plim would be more appropriate. a
break in between the cl ass woulcin! help me at all, i would fo rget what i had
learned that previous week.
1 I enjoyed having only one class, it allowed me to focus more on it instead of
having the "distraction" of other classes. If I should consider taking a class of
this type, I would probably take two, that way I could deal with the coursework,
and get classes done faster.
I I foresee the two week separation causing problems and being more trouble than
it is worth.
1 I just want to make sure that the summer break is not shorten because of the
added week to winter term. I love winter term but you shoul d consider lowering
the cost because it is crazy how much one class costs.
I ll ike that al l of the work isn't crammed into 13 days. But 20 days would stil l be
hard on both the students and the teachers. Both situations have their pro's and
con's.
I I like that because of this there may be a greater number and variety of classes
offered during the winter term.
1 I like that it's a week longer and that there is a little break between it.
1 1 like that there will be more time to possi bly fit my schedule.
1 I like the fact that the 4 week term offers more class options for students and
allows for a change in the normal format from which the J term usually is.

••

I I like the four week session because you can finis h your courses faster
llli ke the pace of a four week session and the opportunity to fit in another class.
My employer allows us to take only 6 credits per session, so the more sessions
per year, the more classes I can have reimbursed!
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1 I lIke the very short intense classes of the 3-week sessIon. I also enjoy hav ing a
break before the next class session begins. I don't think I would enroll in the 4week class because the break between the 15t week and the 2nd week of class is
too long for retension of the information learned.
I I ilke the winter and summer sessions, being able to get more accomplished in a
shorter amOlmt of time, however, as I have advanced in my major it is increasing
more difficult to find the upper level classes. As is it now, since there are no
classes offered in the summer for Finhnce, I will have to take one class in the
Spring 09 semester. In that respect, I would definitely fake a short term course

like the one described hUI I don't see an option ta_
I I liked that it was taught online and there was a lecture foUr days in the week.
Because it started in January, it gave me time with family and friends during the
holiday. I would recommend online winter term classes to anyone.
J like them very much. It is advantageous· to utilize the Wintwer break to catch up
with other Gen Ed or Elective courses , Even though iit s fas! pace, it IS vel)'
managabJe and helpful.
},
I I love the idea. I believe it would allow students more exposure to course
material. This is also works well for those people with full time careers returning
to school.
1 I LOV ED my winter term class this year. I wish all classes were this lenglh . It's
very intense, but forces you to stay focused more than the traditional semesterlong classes, during which 1 tend to lose interest. Any opportunity to squeeze in
more credits and bump up my graduation date would be great. I would have no
complaints about this session.
1 I need a rest after fmals week. I would be way too tired to think about starting a
new class!
I I really liked the set up of the J-Term this year. The pace of it was great and it
didn't take long to get through the class. I would rather just have a 3 week
session and get the class over with.
I I think a four week session set up in this manner would be fantastic. More of the
content courses [or degrees need to be added.
I I think I would really enj oy this for a online course but I'm not exactly sure how
I feel about it being a class on campus. I think it would be easy 10 forget
everything you had already learned that first week over Christmas break and
also, il might be nice 10 have a little bit longer of a breather before that 3 week
session begins. I am definately not opposed to it, because I must say if there was
a class for that session that I needed, there is a good chance I would take it
regardless iflliked the fact that it had that break in it
I I think it is a good idea.
I I think it is smart but there won't be any required classes during these session
like in summer, but for me, 1\ IS not reaJly important Since I am about 10
graduate .
1 I think it would aJlow you more time for the class and everything wouldn't be
pushed into just three weeks .
I I th ink it would be a good option . It would give those people who want to work
ahead during their 2-week break a chance to do this.

••

I I think it would be a great idea to have a D term. Its a great \vay to let my spring
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semester be a lIghter load.
11 think it would be a great ideal The winter class I took recently seemed 10 only
last about 2 and a half weeks. I think the extra week would help to get caught up
on reading and add more study time.
t Ithmk it would be difficult to have a [ouf-week session that is broken up by a
two-week break. Trying to remember what you did three'weeks ago when you
get back to class in January could be ~ i.fficult depending on the course.
I I think it would be good to have more bppurtunities fo! classes to take. However,
I don '1 like the idea of taking the class for a week and then breaking for 2 weeks
and then picking back up in the class. ') feel like [ would forget all of the
information from the one week before the break.
~
1 I think it would be great.
I I think it would be vel)' awkward to have a two week break in the middle of a
class that is already short to begin with. Also, students do need a break before
starting a whole new set of class. I coul d see how a two break would be
productive and would decrease stTess, but many people willlry to work before
going back to a winter tenn course, and there could be problems with that.
t I think it would be very hard for both students and professors to fOCllS on classes
for the before the Christmas holiday. I think more attention would be paid and
more instTUction retained by using the tradional three week fo rmat taught after
the holidays.
1 I th ink that i would do this session in only dire circumstances. I feel like i r r tried
to have finals week then go straight into another class I would be very stressed
out. I would need more time to recoup I do like the idea but i feel that it would
not work out for me personally. 11hink that offering it is an interesting idea. I
dont know how mru1y people would participate. J do like the Jterm system
1 i think that the first week would be gTeat for getting all the information together,
getting to know the system ru1d know what is really expected OfYOll. Then you
would take the break, come back ru1d be ready to get to work on any proj ects that
may need to be done during that time. i think this would allow a little bit more
time for students to comprehend what they are being taught and allow more time
for them to retain all the infonnation.
I I think that the four week session would provide more classes and opportunities
however, I think that the 2 week break could cause some problems.
1 I think that this would be a great change to the winter term. I believe that this
could open up many more classes for students and give them more options .
) I think that you've got a great idea. The winter session last year gave me a break
from teaching (my job) to concentrate on my class. It was less stress for me ru1d I
really appreciated it. Driving to Bowling Green from home, about 85 miles , was
a concern because of winter weather but it turned out OK. If I could make a
suggestion, online courses during the winter session would be perfect for the
travellers like me. Other options are the extended campus like E-town , Glasgow,
and Owensboro. I have taken regular semester classes in E-town and Glasgow
and they saved me so much gas money. I won't be taking any classes during the
next winter session because I'll be done with my Master's Degree this coming
May 2008. But I'd like to encourage you to provide classes during this time. Its a
wonderful leg up for those of us who are teachers working on our graduate
degrees or courses for PD credit. Best of luck!
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1 J thin k the break may mess me up. Recal ling that first week might be difficult
after such a long hi atus.
1 I think the longer semester would gi ve a better chilllce for students to get a better
understanding orthe subject being taken.
I I think the session would better assist students as three 3-4 weeks with no

breaks.
1 1 was able to focus on one class.

'"

\!

1 I will be graduating in December 2008, so it's not an relevant to me. But I have
taken several wi nler tenn classes, so I will express my opinion. It's hard to go
back fo r the January term, let alone go back immediately/ after the fall semester.
The only way I would have been interested in the four-week session is if il
would be crucial to graduation. There would have 10 be a real in~entive for me to
sign up for something li ke thaL
"
t I would be afraid of forgetting what I had been taught !,the first week since there
IS a break between. But at the same time it would be better 10 have' more options
too. I \vould like the fact that it would be over sooner giving me a little more
time at home right before school starts back.
l I would be discouraged to enroll in this session because it begins so soon after
finals and goes on until school starts again.
11 would be okay with this idea in could take more than 4 hours . It seems si lly to
take a class for a week, take a break, and resume wi th the three week winter
schedule. Its much easier to take the three week course and be done, But I would
be all for it as J said, if you increase to 6 hours maximum.
I i would enjoy the study time. it woul d be poss ibl e to get a feel for the material,
review and then proceed further into the text before returning. there would
probably be some pseudo-forgetting involved in the earlier material. this could
be problematic, however possibly offset by study time during the break.
1 I would fo rget what I had learned in the firs t week. Plus, if you cant get anymore
credits, there's not really any point.
1 I would forget what we went over during the fi rst week of class if we had a two
week break in the middle of the four weeks. It would be nice to have more than
three weeks of rushed class work, but it would cut into Christmas Break more if
classes were four weeks. I don't think one extra week of winter term would make
a sigmficant difference in how j am-packed the classes are.
1 1 woul d get burnt out. The thing I liked so much about Wi nter sessi on is you
knocked out that c lass in 2 and a half weeks <md it flew by,
.1 I would like hving more time to spend on the course. 3 weeks is real short when
you are not good in a subj eect. The only thing I may not like is the break in the
middle of the seSSIOn.
11 would like it because I fOlllld the forme r Winter break session to far too short.
t I would like it because it woul d give us the first week to get integrated into the
class, learn what is needed and expected of us , at the same time giving us the
two weeks off for Christmas. We would have a "breather" during the break,
refreshed and ready to start back up for the remaining 3 weeks ,
I I would like it because it would give you more time to do the work than a three
week course. I wouldn't like it because it gives not much time for a break.
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1.1 would like it because then J could take less courses dunng normal spring and

fall semesters, and get the general education requi rements out of the way without
having to lake them for a ful l semester.
1 I would like it ifil would make the daily sesSIOns a little bit shorter
1 I would like it!
1 I would like more options.
1 I would like that 1 had more time to ~e~ work fin ished. Say I took an english
class, the 4th week could possibly give me more time to write a paper and have
it revIsed and such. I wouldn't like that if i started a class then completed several
chapter readings then look a test aft er the 2 weeks of befng off.
I I would like that it has more time for study. Sometimes you feel like the winter
term classes are too crammed full of information to be retained well. I hope there
..
will be some upper level classes .
I] would like that it is longer, where the c'ourse materiw is broken up more.
However, I would be worried about having a two week break in that I might
forget some of the material by the time class started up again .
I I would like that you have more time to learn the material. I would dislike the
two week break, because I'd be afraid I would forget the material.
1 I would like the additional time and the better selection of courses, but obviously
a two-week hiatus in material would be kinda rough.
1 I would like the additional time.
1 I would like the availability of more classes, and more time 10 complete
assignments.
1 I would like the opportunity to have more classes to choose from for the winter
term, but i did like having a significant break m spite of taking a winter course as
well. There isn't really a negati ve from a students standpoint, it j ust gives more
options. If the professors are will ing to give it a shot, I say why not. Otherwise,
alTering the three week term works just as well. Thanks for trying to make things
as great as they can be!
I I would like the oppotunity to take a class. I have had trouble with not havmg
my classes offered at the time I need them. One of the classes was even
cancelled because of not enough students enrolled in it. I do not care to go to
college, but I do not want to Invest a lifetime injust the classes . I have even gone
as far as admissions to another college just to see if I would have the classes
when J need them.
II would like the two week break during it. I would forget about my class
1 I would like to see a detailed schedule of what was expected of me and for the
instructor to keep in direct contact with students either through e-mai l or phone.
11 would like to see proper commun.ication among the admin istrative staff and to
see that they communicate properly with the students as well .

••

1

I would not like - and I think most students would not like - starting a class
immediately after finals week without any break. Also, going to class for one
week and then disnussing for two weeks is not agood idea. It is not enough time
to really get started on core course work. Either students will forget what they
have learned by the time they return in January or they will be given assignments
to complete over Christmas, which should not be done.lfstudents want to take
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rul extra course over the break, then they should lake classes during the regular
January term. The tluee week session is long enough to cover necessary
material. I, for one, think this four-week Winter session proposal is ridiculous
and would never consider taking a class during this term. If you want to offer
students the chance 10 earn more credit over the break , then ofTer more classes
during the regular January session. Continue 10 survey students as to what
classes they would consider taking during this lenn and add those classes to the
schedule.
\, f
I I would not like beginnmg right after fall finals but I understand the lime crunch.
I I would not like continuing class for an additional week after evel)'one iea,'es,
and 1 would not like havmg a two week break in the middle of the session. It
would make me not want to come back until I had to start the spring semester.
1 I would not like going for a week and then going back for another 3. I think that
Iwo weeks is loa long of a break for such a fast paced ,course when a week of
material has already been covered.
.
1 I would nOllike going to class [or one week and then breaking for two weeks.
I I would not like have to re focus right after finals week. You work so hard
during finals week and expend so much mental energy that I believe it would be
hard to bounce back on monday and start it all over again . I do like the idea that
the course is longer and would give you more lime to cover the material, and I'm
assuming since the course is a week longer that the class period every day would
be for a shaner amount of time, which would be better because students tend to
lose focus when in class for 3 hOUTS.
1 I would not like having to prepare for fmals that whole week while prepanng
myself to start a class that very next week. Not to mention that everyone would
be leaving immediately after finals to go home [or Christmas, while you are
stuck in Bowling Green (most people are back in town for the normal J·Term
schedule.
11 would not like how it stops for 2 weeks. You would most likely forget what
you had learned for that one week. The nice thing about the 3 week wmter term
is that it is 3 weeks m a row and it doesn't stop. It forces you to study and not
forget what you learned. It also forces you to not procrastinate. I do not think
that students would do very well with a two week break. They will not study for
the class over the two week class and most likely will forget everything taught
from the first week which will require the teacher to have 10 reteach what they
taught when they return, which honestly to me defeats the purpose of adding
another week to the class.
11 would not like it if the instructor would assign alot of homework during the 2
week break.
1 l would not like it. The Winter session is not broke do not try to fix it.
11 would not like starting and then stopping [or two weeks.
11 would not like starting classes imm~diately after finals , and then breaking
midway through for a week. While the current Winter session is quite fast, I did
not mind it either. There was a nice break after finals , allowing me to rest and
come back focused.
I I would not like staying an extra week. I also think I would forget a lot of the
information after a two week break.
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1 [ would not like the 2 week break in the middle of th e session. While taking a
winter term class I liked that it only took three straight weeks. If there were a 2
week break it wo uld not really be a break for the student because they would sri11
be doing cl ass work during that break period for assignments due after the break.
1 I woul d not like the 2 weeks off during the class after Just 1 week of It starting. It
is also like burnout by not having recoup time after fall session,
I I would not like the break during thi\ term
I I would not like the extra week before It he break. I like the immers ive nature of a
winter leon course an I think that the two week break would really hurt that. It
would make more sense 10 add a week on to the other enid of the winter term and
delay the start of the spring semester a week if that is what is needed.
1 I would not like the fact that I would have one week of a class and then have a
week off. Th ere seems to be too much time there in between the class meetings.
1 I would not like the fact that I wouldn't be able to take a class In 'D' term and 'J'
at the same time. In fact, it woul d probably prevent me from taking a 'D' term
course. If a student could take classes in each term concurrently , then I would be
interested.
I I would not like the fact that it's spread out. Why even bother with the week
before school is out [or 2 weeks. I don't think students will take that week
seri ously - AND what you do will be shoved away until 2 weeks laler when you
go back to class. Ijust don't see the benefit of that first week at all.
11 would not like the two week break after the first week.
I I would not like the two week break.. I always like to work hard and complete
my class as soon as the assignment is posted. I would, however, like that after
one week, it is easier to see how the c1asswork is, so it would give two weeks to
read and study ahead. I always like the opportunity fo r more online courses . As a
student that works a full time day job with young children at home, online
courses work best, but classes I need are not always available online.
II would not like this class because It seems to me thai it would interfere with the
actual holiday and the break. The class would more than likely req uire the
student to do work d uring the "break." I see where the idea of tills class stems
[rom, but 1 think [or me and maybe others, the idea of starting a class, then
stopping, then starting again all in 4 weeks its too much.
11 would not like to begin taking a class, only for a week, and then take a two
week break. I would end up forgetting anything I started 10 learn or focus on.
After a long break. there is usually a day to become acclanlated back to the
schedule and the two week break between the first week and the fo llowing three
weeks would hinder, not help the learning process/schedule. There is noth ing I
would like about the proposed four week wi nter session .
I I would not want to attend class for one week and then a be off two weeks and
come back. Also I think that it would be difficult to take two classes in such a
short about of time.

••

1
I would not want to start courses again right after the fall finals week, and then
have a two-week break. in between starting and fi nishing. What is appealing
about the winter term is that it is a short time righ t before the spring semester
and one can get through a course in a shorter period o f time. Thi s woul d also not
help study abroad trips either, unless they were going to try to keep students
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abroad over the winter holiday, which I could see bemg a problem for many
studen ts and their families.
I I would only support the change ifi t allows for more classes to be taught dunng
the winter term. If the amount of classes doesn't change significantly then the
new schedule would be a waste of time. The current classes have no problem
teaching under the current time schedule.,
..
1 [ would prefer just the 3 weeks sessi~ of class, and whi le I' m off for Christmas
break the last thing I want to be thinkulg about is a class because I' m sure we
would have homework thai would be assigned over the break. The 3 week
sessIOn of J tenn is plenty I would not want 10 add an extra week. I honestly
think It'S dwnb to go for a week, and forget every thing that was taught over a 2
week break and come back for 3 more. It doesn't make a bit of sense to do that.
I I would probably take the course ifit was what I needed when I needed it.
However, I really wo uldn't want to do it: J feel pressure \0 succeed and J would
appreciate hav ing the 'winter break' not complicated by homework/schoolwork
pressures. I f I have class, I'm going to worry about that class. Christmas is hectic
enough without homework worries crouwding in also. I really need a few breaks,
and am not good at allowing myself to take them; they must be imposed from
outside. I am a 48 year*old graduate student. I think that many 'non*traditional'
students fit this same mold. Give us a break, pl ease! Thanks for the survey to
find out how stlJdents feel.
1 i would rather only have a one week break in between sessions. Or split it halfhalf. So have a two week session then break, then another two week session.
1 I would specifically dislike going immediately to school when everyone else was
enjoying their break, and it seems very impractical to split a single classes course
work by a two week gap, in which ve')' little can be accomplished due to the
hectic nature of the holiday season. [ also do not tmderstand the benefit of this
change in the winter term.
t I wouldn't like the 2 week break J would like the added time-period option
I I wouldn't lI ke the two week break between starting the class and tben
continuing to finish it. I guess that I would like the option of hav ing more
choices to select from because the availability of some classes were limited.
1 J wouldn't like the two-week break in the middle of the session. It would just be
too much trouble.
I [ wouldn't like this idea at al l. I'd feel like I \vas wasting my time going to class
for one week forget every thing and come back for three weeks. I personally feel
havmg the term altogether is a much better idea.
I I wouldn't like to take it for a week and then stop for two weeks to continue on
for three weeks.
1 J wouldn't neccessarily like the week long break.. I really enjoyed win ter term the
\vay it was when.' took it last winter!
1 I wouldn't want to start a class the day after finals or the week after finals,
espically not if I had a week of a new class and then it was off for two weeks. It
would be nice to have more options, but not in this way.
1 I'd like the increased time for teaching, as it would help expand my mind.

.

,

••

I I'd rather take the class in 3 weeks and get it al l over with at once. With having it
4 weeks and a break in the middle, It makes leaming a semester's worth of
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material that much harder. Plus, the professors of these courses, since it is only a
few weeks long, would most likely have a test the day you come back from your
IwO week vacation. Two weeks is entirely too long to go without having a class.
Too much material is forgotten in that amount of time. It makes more sense to
give students 2 weeks off after fmals to relax before starting back at school
again. O Lherwise, students will just become burned out The result w ill be th at no
one will want to take any Winter Term courses.
!f i was not graduating 1 don't think i
1 j'll ,viI I have graduated by that time.
would be interested. the only way i woul d participat is if the fi rst week was just
Informative sessions, and the three weeks after the two week break was a study
abroad experience.
'
I I'm nol sure how the 2 week break would work with the class.
I If I'm going to lake a class during the Winter term, r want it to tie straight
through with no breaks .. especially a 2 week break ju ~t as we're getting started.
1 I f only one week is given for a "~nter term, neither the professors, or the students
will enjoy the time spent together. Aller finals , no one wants to go to class on the
following Monday . Students cannot go for such an intense period with only a
one week break. The fonnat of the J tenn works very well. Learning in a very
intense environment for 3: 15 a day for 21 /2 to 3 weeks is very effective.
Personally , ] would not consider taking a winter term course if it ran for four
weeks - even if the term was divided up before and after the one week winter
break. People need more than one week for a break! The present situation allows
for this. Why change it? The present fonnat gives students a nice-sized break
from school for three weeks, and then enters into rigorous study. This is good .
The proposed format does not offer a respite from schoolwork (and trust me,
school is not life; we students don't want it to take up so much time.). That is
bad. People need good rests. We're not horses. It helps to sit down and drink a
beer without having to think of school eve!)' pressing moment.
I ' Fstudents were wanting to take more than one class would they still be able to
do that?
I If the instructor would have the entire Winter Session planned so the student
could proceed with the work during th e 2 week break - it would be great. You
could get ahead during the break. I' m a non-traditional student and the 3 week
course last year was a bit overwhelming. I had no spare time during the 3 weeks
- it took all my extra time away from work to complete the course and even a
couple of vacation days. However, it was worth it to get 3 credit hours in 3
weeks. I would do it again.
1 I fyou have big projects for this class , you could work on them during the
Christmas break. 'am not sure that makes a difference III online courses though.
lit gives the student three credit hours in a short period of time.
1 It is broken up. Everything that happened in the first part would be partially
forgotten by the 2nd pan.
I It might al low for more available classes in my major.
I It seems fi ne to me

But

1

••

It seems pointless to add this additional session the way that it is currently set up.
Would would be the benefit of having a session inunediately after fall Gnals if
students still crumot take more than four hours (which is basically only one
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course since classes offered with I credit hour

IS

slim to none)? Irthere is going

to be a change to the wmter sessions, WKU should atleast make il where the
chilllge is beneficiaJ to the students.
1 It seems really confusing. I don'l know if I would remember anything from the
fi rst week after the two week break for Christmas. [ am not sure if I would
benefit from it.
..,

I II sounds good especially if there are r ore classes offered online, with it being
on line would be a great opportunity to1catch an extra course.
t it sounds good! people like me ... a 26 yr old freshman (who wants to be a Doctor)
has a lot of catching up to dol These short sessIOns-help to make up on lost time
while still providing a good understanding of the course fnaterial!! \

1 1\ was quick
t'>
lit would be confusing to start and then stop and then start again at'ter a two week
break· too much time inbetween
.
1 it would be great if more upper leveljoumalism classes were proyjded, not
enough of them are offered and it makes it hard to fit all of them in my schedule.
1 it would be great!!!
t It would be nice if classes within my degree program were offered during this
sesSIOn.
I It would be weird to take a course, then stop, be off [or two weeks, and then start
again. It would depend on the class I was taking. I might do it. But I REALLY
wanted to study abroad next winter tenn!!!
I It would depend on the class and the type of work required because you may
Jose your thought process over a two week break.
lIt would give people an opportunity to get one more required class out o[the
way . But at the same time it would be non·stop work and one might feel like
they had no break at all except for the two weeks during X·mas break.
I It would give students more options for different classes.
1 It would give the ability to add a class , if one I need III my track was avaialble.
I II would make it difficult to remember infonnalion from the fi rst week of class
[or the final.
t It's hard going to school part time while working full time. When I had finished
the fall semster, the winter term began before I was ready. I didn't feel like I had
sufficient time [or a break. I actually dropped the winter term class and rested up
for the spring term. I do like the option of the extra tenns being offered, because
going part time, the extra session allow students to take more classes.
1 Mandato!}, partici pation for the program I am currently in .. example ? if I had to
lake two Winter term classes lUlless I was able to opt out of another class
somewhere else in the program.
1 Maybe having the break in the middle of the class schedule would be confusing
for the teachers and the students.
1 Maybe more bang for the buck. 1 really feel the winter session is way overpriced.
It is a crammed period ofleaming that costs more than the return. The class I
personally took was relitively easy and pretty informative. I feel for the person
that takes a class that is heavy in info. That would be the only good in the 4
week class, a li\1le more time.
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1 More options on when to take classes

I more options to get finished sooner!
J More time and break in b/w first week and rest of term.
I More time to complete the projects.
1 More time, especially online if you know your assignmeQJs. ,
2 nJa
I no comment

\,

1 Not a long enough Christmas break to spend with friends & family . Having two
weeks between the first week & the next three weeks of)vinter term I think it
would be difficult to get back into the swing of things. '
I not concurrent weeks. who wants a two 1tveek break In the middle of a four week
class?
1 Not enough time to complete course work
1 not having a break
I not like. , everyone needs a break after fmals and aroWld xmas

..

••

I Nothing
lOne limitation to the proposed 4 week course would be the limited winter break.
Obviously a 4 week course would effect one week of the \Vinter~break. Being a
,6'Taduate student on a curriculwn with fall , winter, spring, and summer classes, I
value my limited breaks when I do get them. The course work would probably
lllcrease due to the extra week of schooling, so again, I crumot say from a
personal standpoint that I would want to enroll in the 4 week winter program.
1 Only going a week and then taking two weeks off seems pointless. It seems like
you'd have to spend extra time reviewing when you gal back after the break . Not
much would be accomplished in that first week. Plus, I'd like to have a full three
weeks off before winter term classes start.
I Overall just more options and times.
1 Please put add more upper division biology classes for the wmter tenn.
I Pros : online, CD interaction. Cons : very accelerated, rushed to learn a very
interesting subject; same as any four week course. Sincerely appreciative, Anna
T inch
1 Rwming the class for one week and then having a two week break does not seem
like a good idea to me. Youjust get into the class then have two weeks before
continuing. Why not just complete the class in the three weeks after WKU
reopens. The only benefit I see is that you could have two weeks to work ahead
on assigrunents.
t seems fine to me
I SOlU1ds Good
1
Starting a class, then being off for 2 entire weeks, is ridiculous. I don't think
students would do as well in these classes because they would have such a big
break and would have forgotten what they learned . Additionally, most students
are busy the week before classes because they are Christmas shopping, trying to
fi g ure out fami ly plans, traveling, etc. I think the ones who would take this class
would be very distracted during that first week. However, [ don't think there
would be a very good turnout to take the D session because most people need
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that week to prepare for Ch ristmas . J ust lea ve the J term alone as it is.
1 TIlal I could get another class out of the way during the weeks between fall and

sp ring terms.
I The 2 week gap seems odd. I wou ld forget everything lleamed in the first week
and then have to return and learn about things for 3 weeks. Normally the firs t
week is the fo undation for the rest of th e class, if you add a 2 week break
teachers are going to have to re-teachf 101 of information students forgot.
1 the 3 -week session was intense. I-lav ing an extra week would help spread the
work load just a little bi t and make it more manageable.
1 The 4 week would allow for more time which would be good but on the
downside the break in the middle mi ght no t be so good. About the time you gOI
started with a cl ass, you would take a 2 week break.
1 The break for two weeks may be hard for students to continue th'ei r work after
the break.
.
1 The break in between christmas and the stan of the last fo ur weeks
1 The break in between would not be good for me personal ly because I would
forget a lot ofi nfonnation in that time span.
l 11le break might be hard.
I The break that occurs!
I The break. .. too much chance for student loss and would be difficult for facul ty
to build a solid sy llabus around it.
t The class I enrolled in was very important as I am about to graduate and need to
get these las t few classes down as soon as possible. The class was canceled
which has set me back a bit. The class now looks as if it will be canceled again
in the Summer. Ifat al l possible I think you should consider offering a math
course durin g thi s new 4 week term. I would ha"e gladly enrolled in one earlier
on in my school career.
1 The difficulty lies in the conveyance of a full semester's informarion within such
a short time. Giving students a week of cl ass, then two weeks of no class, then
three weeks of continued class is only inviting the opportunity fo r students to
forg et information. When students have such a break without any exposure to
academics it becomes difficult to pick back up WId continue on. When thi s
happens, a student's overall score for the class may not accurately renect their
ability to undersl"ruJ.d the informati on, rather the inability to process the
information as quickly as is required.
1 The extra time could ease the pressure of getting al l the ass ignments completed
in such a short amount of time. However, I don't believe "extra" work should be
assigned when compared to the (3) week courses. There are breaks between
semestars [or a reason.
I The gap in between would be odd. I would have a hard time s\\~ tching in and out
of gear for it--especial ly starting before Chri stmas bolidays . I do see tbat this is a
good option fo r a study a broad course or domestic travel course, th ough-studen ts could meet on canlpus or do some work ahead of time before traveling
after the offici al school break. That way, they would know their material better
and be more informed about their study before they see the related si tes.

••

1 The on ly problem that I would note with this class is the break in the middle.
This does not al low for continui ty of schedules. However, if there was a class
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offered that I needed or wanted to take, I would definitely register for this term.
Classes are taken that best suit students needs and requirements.
I THe only reason I said no, I would not consider taking this type of class is
because I will be graduating in May and \\~Il not be taking and do not plan to

take any morc cl asses.
I the proposed idea is confus in g. While it is difficu lt to go eve!)' day straight for 4
weeks or so, I personally don't like th..e idea of the week break In between . [
would rather build the momemtum & "\(eep going.
I The purpose of taking a course during the winter term is to be able 10 accomplish
a class in a short amount of time. Having a course loom 9"er your head for
Christmas Break would be horrible. There are some teachers that would actua1ly
g ive you something that would be due the day you got back. I would definately
not take a course in the winter on this schedule.
I The separation gap of two weeks would force the tea,*ers to start over again.
You cannot really begin in one week then break it would be almo~t pointless.
Then returning, especially after Christmas, would be very hard to get back to
academia.
I the two week break
I The two week break between. That is a long time for students to forget the
material that during that tenn IS taught very quickly . I toved my WInter class and
feel that I leam ed as much from it as a regular term class but that break, in my
opinion would make it harder.
1 the two week break during the cl ass may be diffcult. WouJd there be any way to
take more then one class?
I The two week break would be beneficial so that students could study more and
to get assignments done early . However, unless students are willing to spend
time studying over the break, they will probably forget the information they
learned during the first week.
1 The two week break would be enough time to make anyone forget what they
spent study ing for the one week prior to the break. No one will spend their two
week break study ing when they don't have to.
I The two week break would be too much for tough engineering courses like the
one I took. All that infommtion from the first week would have to be re-taught
the first couple days of the second week.
I The two week break . But I would like the option of more classes to choose from.
I the two week break. it would be hard to remember information taught before the
break. also, it would be hard to start a class the week after finals , then be off for
two weeks and start the class back again.

••

I The two week gap in the middle of the session would be a down side, however
for myself I like every opportunity to take a course.
I The two weeks off would be hard for me to transition back into a class that I was
al lready in . I am a person who needs 10 take the class all at once, without the
breaks . Within that time frame I may forget what I was orginally doing.
I The whole point of laking a winter term or summer term is to take a class and
still have some of a break. Why would you split it up like that? 1 don't like that
idea at all!
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1 There is a bit more time to get all the information required for class. It wouldn't

seem like I would have to rush through the class to get it finished.
1 There is just 100 much to cram mto a 3 week session.
t These short classes are always very stressful because they are so short, but 1 plan
on attending Western until I finish my graduate degree. Possibly after that, I may
go back and consider another one of the online programs because the University
oITers these wmter courses, summer ,?Ufses, and May term classes that other
online programs and universities do not offer.
1 This still defeats the purpose. People want to be able to take more than 4 hours,
and if we're not in school, 1 don't understand why they can't. I f they could take a
web class and an in-class class, I think that would be find. Obviously having two
classes in-class could be a mess, but I think
, people needlwant to take more than
4 hours to get out of college sooner!
..;
1 This would help me earn my degree faster.
~
1 Too confusing for the students and I don't want to loose the Christmas Break.
1 Too long of a break in-between classes and would not want "homework" during
the holidays
1 Too rushed!!!
1 when you are done with finals, you need to just take a break. Yes, it would help
with spreading out a short term class, but who would put themselves through
more school right aft er finals. Also, lots of people travel as soon as finals are
over.
1 You wouldn't get a break before the holidays.

••

8. Can you see any iss lies that might be potential pl'oblems?
# Response
1 Some students will not want to start a class right after they finish their final
exams. Also, some students will probably have issues with the break between
the first and second week. Some teachers might assign homework, projects, and
papers that are due when the students come back from the break, and most
students aren't going to Ii ke school work during Christmas.
1 I think one danger of this fannat, one that students would think of, is the
potential of having homework over the two-week break. Usually this time
would be spent \\~th family and traveling and if there is a potential for
homework during this period of time, students \\~ll not want to take such
classes.
1 It sounds like that would be way to much craming! I don;t like that fact that you
are in classes for one week buckled down studying, then have a two week
break, and then have 10 try and buckle down again to study ; it would be to hard
to get in the study mind set again
1 A potential problem if 1 had not applied my greatest effort to stay lU1divided in
thoughts with so much material cov~red in such little time.
all the students would forget what they learned the first week and the teachers
would be backpedaling the first week after the two week break cutting down on
effeciency. also, students need a break after finals week because they are so
stressful i don't think there would be a lot of student interest due to the fact that
it would start the monday after rinals week.
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As a staff member, I see this as causing a lot of trouble with the Christmas
break . Does this mean staff ,,,,ill work the entire week after finals, rather than
only I or 2 days? If the 151 week of this new term is the week after finals,
where \vill the two week Christmas Break come from? As a student, I also don't
know if il would be effective to have I week of class and then a 2 week break
to forget everything. You might say, a.speciai project could be assigned dUring
thIS 2 week period. [n that case the library would need to be open. If the librill)'
is open, then the staff Christmas bre'ak is gone. Just a few thoughts .. ..
As long as tests are taken before the two week break, where studying would not
be required during that time, I would not consider anything
, a problem.
As much as 1 like this idea, I the 1 week of classes will be wasted with a two
week break after that week.
attrition rate could be problematic
....
Basically what I said in the above question just that it would be easy to forget
what was taught the first week.
Be sure that faculty have their sy llabI and course materials up with the required
books early enough so students who are enrolled in distance education courses
can purchase and receive their materials.
Because the winter lerm courses move so fast anyway , it may be hazardous to
have such a break in material , al lowing for time [or the material to be forgotten.
It may also create travel issues because of the moving back and forth
Breaking the class with such a short schedule wiil be disruptive to an already
accelerated cirriculum.
Can't think of any.
classes that run during the course of student teaching ... grr
confusing. Break in between session can cause some issues
Courses Ihat are offered this term may not be offered when regular sessions.
Currently, I do not see any problems.
Definately forgetting something on that week break. By the end orthe first
week, you arejust beginning to gel adjusted, then you have a break, and must
readjust. I think it is worth a try .
Depending on the content, a math course might pose quite difficult, but [or the
right gen ed requirement a 4 week course would be welcomed.
Dorms have always closed on Saturday at the end of finals week, but with a "D
tenn" I think that the donns should remain open during the extra week.
during the break, it may discourage kids to continue
For students that aren't as motivated, it may pose a problem that after a two
week break they will not be as likely to do as well.
fo rgetting most or the material from the first week over the break
Forgetting the infonnation during the two week break. Someone forgetting to
return to cl ass for the following three weeks.
Forgetting the material during the two week break.
forgetting what was gone over fo r the first week before the break
Getting books in time. Burnout

•

••

J Going to class for one week and then taking Iwo weeks offls almost pointless.
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It would nOI only affect how well students learn the material but how the
teachers teach the material (having to plrul for such a huge gap), I think it is a
terribl e idea!
Group work is very hard for Winter term classes - which is what happended for

a class I look last time_
1 Have two weeks offis difficult for students.
1 having a two week break could cauSe the student to lose motivation for taking
the class and professors migh t try to assign big proj ec.ts during the break
Ha" ing class for a week and then al lowing a two week vacation will li kely
result in many students dropping the cl ass. It would be better to leave it as is
because even though I came back 3 weeks before everyone else, I still had a

break.

I
I

1
1

1
1
1

I

I

,

having the 2 week break would decreas,e student productivity from the previolls
first week.
I,
Housing for students living on campus.
I could mayb see some forge ting in between the two week break, but each class
could give Oul a rev iew for each student to do over the break so the information
is fresh in th ere minds.
I could see lack of interest due to the 2 week break .
I could see the potential to fal l behind wi th the 2 week lapse or if the student is
on top of things he/she would be able to work ahead in those two weeks that
there is a break:.
I don't know of any issues at this time.
I don't think there would be too many problems; I personal ly would j ust like to
have the sess ion running fo r consecutive weeks so I wouldn't fo rget material
and get done faster.
I felt as though I made them cl ear in my previous response.
I foresee at least one class period lost for review of the materi al from the first
week (before the break).
I have a hard time seeing students being willi ng to go back right after finals, so
if every class was four-weeks, I can imagi ne that enrollment would be down.
I have mentioned them above in Question 7.
I like the winter session the way it is .
I really think that it would only benefi t certain classes. For me I do not think it
would interest me too much because I feel I would not have a break: at all. But I
th ink that it could be good for some students.
I think hav ing a 2 week break after going and learning material for one week
might present a problem. Professors may have to use class time after the 2
week break to review the same material before moving on to the next. Winter
term classes usually require ala t of information to be learned in a short time.
Los ing precious class time for revie'w is a concern. Would these changes have a
negati ve aITect on student's grades?

••

I think having to start in on winter term as soon as the spring semester is over
would cause some peopl e to not take a win ter term class who mi ght otherwise.
A week of intensive study right afier !inals week isn't terribly appealing. In my
experience with taking statstics during winter term the two week gap woul d
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make· it very difficult to come back and bui ld o n what was learned two weeks
ago and not used si nce .
I think it would be easy to get disconnected from a class wi th a two week
break.
t I lhink with the 2 week break there would be a loss of momentum. The nice
thing about the 3 week winter term is having it current in my mind of what
happened the prev ious day .
\
I would be concerned that professors would see the two weeks o rr as a lime to
spend on reading or completing additional proj ects and not as time oIT. I am
concerned that it would be viewed by them as a six week time span and not a
four week course.

t

t

1

1

I would like the break and the ability to earn (4) hours. The Winter 2008 term
(J-Term) did work well for me in the structureand format it was in. I was
impressed with Professor Rico Tyl er arid found what seemed to me to be an
Astronomy class that taught the subj ect, as weU as applications to "real llife." I
don't really see any big problem wi th your "new" set-up.
I'm not sure if it would be productive because of the time o f year. Doing one
week and then being o fT two before coming back to fin ish up the final three
weeks would probably cause some people issues. Having the two weeks oIT
might be too much time between classes and those students who are nol from
Bowling Green and go home over Christmas break might be discouraged from
signing up if the classes started before Christmas.
I'm sure that there \\~ll be many problems. People will forget the information
learned the first week. J just think that il would be a waste to even do a four
week co urse.
If someone does not come back to fini sh wil l yo u be able to get a W grade or
\\~ ll it be a 0 or I.
if the number of students was lower than expected the class would be canceled.
The cl asses I need would not be available.
Instructors are likely to assume the student can work on a 'major paper' during
the two week break in the 4 week winter lerm limiting the amount of time a
student can actually visit with fami ly for the holidays, ecl. Th e two week break
is likely to be abused as add itional time for the student to wo rk on assignments.
It is my opi ni on that the three week "J " term course should be the only course
offered . If you proceed with the proposed schedule, you may d o more harm
than good in terms of a student's academics . In addition to this, we are faced
with budget cuts. Do we really wan t to increase spending for heating and
cooling, and lighting of buildings for an additional week? Mo re studen ts
attending classes over \\~ n ter break could also result in more dorm space
needed and further add to the already inflated energy costs for our campus.
feel we should stay wi th the current plan of a si ngle" J" term, three week
course. I am more likely 10 take that route than the one you have proposed.

••

1 It seems as though the information taught during that week would not be
sustained for the two weeks during of Christmas break. As a current g raduate
student, I would not want to take such a course. I would prefer to take the
January term j ust as it is with a three-week format. I am a firm bel iever in
breaks. There is a reason they occur, and they seem to stimulate my learning.
My brain needs a break every once in a whil e, and I don't see that starting a
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class and then breaking right as it begins as being effective to my learning in

thai course.
It will likely be extremely difficult 10 keep up with the infonnation if one were
to incur a break in the middle the term. l like the Idea ofbemg able \0 take a
variely of classes; however, the week break is a little unselliing.

or

It would be hard to condense the matel'iaL, but it could be done. A lot of

professors may not like the idea, an~ II could be an issue with tution costs.
l
It would decrease "vacation time" but speaking strictly for me, that is not a

major Issue.
1 Just housing for this period.
,
Just make sure that the academic advisors know whal ls going on because they
have really made it hard on me. I have ahvaysJust had to look up my classes

~~r

.

.

Just that the break interrupts the learning process a bit
Just the constant stress.
Just the driving in winter. Commuters like me really appreciate the extended
campus options and online class options. I'm chicken when it comes to driving
on slick roads in the WInter. J live 85 miles away from Bowling Green and
tTavel most of it on country back roads. Closer to home is always better. The
online and extended campus options are wonderful and also save us commuters
a TON of cash because the gas prices are so high.

••

1 Just the fact it starts right after the fall semester is over, no time to recover
yourself if you are stressed out.
just the fact that everyone isnt going to remember what they learned the first
week, thats going to be the biggest problem. the break between.
Just the fact th at we would have the class for one week and then break for two
and then pick back up with the class for three weeks.
1 Lack of enrolment is a large problem thaI i [orsee
1 Less students taking winter classes because they wonl want to stan back
immedially.
1 Make sure assignments are posted for the enlire four weeks-students be allowed
to work ahead during the two week break.Posting assignments week by week is
hard on someone who also works ful l time.It would really be a good thing to
alTer, I bel ieve motivated students would really appreciate the opportunity to
get ahead in their studies and completing a class in four weeks-hard to beat that
olTer.
1 may be too fast for some and may not get a lot out of it.
I May need cl arification about time and registration.
Maybe the break causing assignment due dates and test dates to come in
confl ict with each other. The first week would almost be wasted because you
couldn't real ly do much for one week of class like complete assigrunents or
tests, unless the professor assigned homework over the break and had it due the
following week we are back in classes (which I would not like to do if! had a
winter class during the Chnstmas break) .

.1 Most people are not going to want to start \\~nter lenn the Monday after
fmals .. .they will be ready fo r a break! That's why Its good the way it IS.
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Because thai way. you get three weeks of not rung and then you start your J
T erm.

1 My only concern wo ul d be thai some instructors may take advantage of the
exi ra tim e in a negative way. I realize that sounds bad, but il is a possibility that
we must think about. The (2) weeks th at the university is oul of session, needs
to be just that, out of session. Th is is a time for students to "recharge th eir
batteries" and to spend time with family and [n ends.
My only reservation regarding th is

~oposed winter extended winter term is the

schedule. Classes held during the winter term are very fast paced. A large
amOWlt of info rmation is 'squeezed' into a short ti me frame. Many students
respond well to short 4 to 5 week sessions. I am one of them. My opinion is
scheduling a one to two week break duri ng this shorter tenn woul d be a very
unproducti ve use of the all oted time.
N/A

,

16 no

I No, not really. Lf n student thinks the schedule won't work for them, they \\'on'l
enroll. As long as the nomml J-Term is still available, I don't think giving it a
try could cause any problems.
5 No.
t None
none at th is time
2 None at thi s time.
None come to mind.
None that I cml th ink of.
5 nope
Not at th e moment. I enjoyed my Winter term course and see no problems or
iss ues with it. Have a nice day!
1 Not al th is time
Not at this time.
2 Not at thi s time.
Not being enough classes offered for higher level students.
not for me
1 Not fo r me!
Not having enough students enroll in "0 " term, and possible weather conflicts.
Not real ly I j ust think II is a ridicul ous idea if you are still only able to take 4
credi t hours.
1 Not rememberi ng the material taught in the fi rst week.
not sure about the web courses ..
I Nothing
I Onlme professors might not honor the two week break. They don't honor
Spri ng Break now.
I Only [or students that do not live in or around the Bowling Green area
1 Other studen ts being tired, students forgetti ng material over the two week
break.
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1 People forgetting about assignments.
people wont come back in time, or forget the material that was over the 1st wk.
1 People would be more likely to skip If the class was prolonged. The students
would also have other classes along with that class and make it harder for them.
1 Possible communication Issues with the start and stop of the class structure.
I Possible issues would definetly be the 2 'week break. I \\~uld disrupt any
material being taught and retension ofileamt material would probably be
.
~
mInimal.
~,
1 Possibly not retaining what was taught over the two week break period.
Professors would give assignment during the two week shutdown period, so
even though a winter tenn is 4 weeks they would give us six weeks worth of
work.
to
t Remembering mfonnation over a two week gap.
t

I

,

Same as in number 7.
Scheduling, not going to class before/after the break, forgetting what you've
learned from the first week. Just forget about the extra week and let students
have it ofr. We deserve it after busting our humps all semester!!!!

.,

5 See abo,'e
1 See above.
2 See above.
1 See answer above.
1 see answer for #7.
see my above answer.
1 See the above.
1 Since the classes as so fast paced, being off fortwo weeks seems like you
might forget stuff especially if the final is cumulative.
1 Some people may not like the two week break but I look at it as an OpportUlllty
to get a class done and out of the way , so I feel it's a good opportunity if more
options are offered.
1 Some students may not be interested because they want a longer holiday break
which would result in a small enrollment.
1 Stress and no sleep
Students forgetting what was taught during the first week before the 2 week
break.
Students in a dorm that isn't open during the winter would have a weekend to
find a dorm that is open during this new term and move into it. Also, it's just
too much hassle trying to get everyone assigned to a room and all that. Meal
plans would create a problem, too. Seriously, it's just too much trouble for one
week, then a nvo·week break, and then another three weeks.
Students may forget the first week that is out there by itself.
1 Students may forget what they are learning with a two week break.
1 Students may have a hard time getting back into the swing of things after the
two week break and they may also forget infonnation from the first week.
Students might feel that they aren't allowed enough time to rela.... wiill out the
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stress of school, and professors might take this opportlll1ily to make the classes
more difficult Students also might lag behind because theres a week of class
and then a two week break period.
1 Students might forget what they learned during the first week of class over the
{wa week break. It might conllicL wIth other plans the students had for their
break since the winter term classes aren't all together in January.
L Students might not remember mate~aJ covered in the first week of the term,
and there may not be as many students to sign up fo r a Winter Term Class
because of i [being longer this time. I think most students sign up because of
the short amount of time.
1 Students who are used to having a break right after the lend of the fall semester
may be less inclined to take a winter term course if it starts right after they've
finished all of their finals for the last semester. There is also the issue of an
"mterruption" between the start and fin ish of the course, which the [act that
there is no real Interruption in the current three week' schedule is another
appealing factor of the winter tenn.
Students will complain that they should be able to take atleast 2 courses since
it's so long.
I Students will most likely be studying over their break which means they
wouldn't really get to relax and enjoy their break. Students will [orget the
material over that 2 week break. After finals, students need a break to catch
back up on sleep and allow their brains to go back to being normal after turning
into mush from finals.
t studying for the first week and retaining the knowledge with an exam after the
break when students return.
Summer break and money!!!
1 Teachers have a thing about scheduling things so that when you have a big
break, you sti!l have to do work for their class. They do that on Spring Break
and Fall Break, they would do It during that too. I don't have time over
Christmas to won)' about a class. Then, with a week of course work and two
weeks in between i[you didn't study before coming back, it would be as if you
had never had that first week , so it would be wasted .
1 term maybe a rush
I That Western would start to loose students from Winter Term in generaL
1 The 2 week break might not be the best thing.
1 The 2 week gap & the weather.

.,

The 2-week break could be both good and bad. Like I said before, it could give
students a chance to work ahead, or the lapse may cause some students to
forget their classroom issues.
1. The break in material. If the courses end up having to review everything
learned the first week, it may defea~ the purpose of the extra week.

1 The break in the middle has the potential to be a problem.
The break may be too long for retention ofthings learned during the first week.
Also, papers or assignments may be put off during the break . Otherwise, the
two weeks offer an opportwle time to study for those students who are
committed.
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The break may cause students to forget what they learned a week in advance.
For comprehensive finals, that could create lower test scores that would not
accurately reOect what the S11ldenl learned.
1 the break might make It hard to remember or get caught up on the subject.

The break . . too much chance for student loss and would be difficult for faculty
to bui ld a solid syllabus around it.
...
1 The four weeks not being together. \, I
The gap between the first week and the last three isn't desirable, but that
wouldn't stop me [Tom taking a four week winter term course.
1 The holidays are going to make thIs an extremely stres~ful time for anyone who
wants to take classes, but it should be stressed that only highly motivated and
dedicated students sign up for these classes.
The issue I addressed above
1 The issue I see is that most people want to go home for a whi le and this would
cause a living situation for some and others not wanting to take it because they
have too stay later and then go home then come back and do it again.

.,

1 The issues that I see with this idea would be that what would be taught in a
week wouldn't be easy to remember and regurgitated two weeks later. Also, this
would be a very bad idea if a student needed to take a course like Statistics
where each day builds on the next.
1 The only issue I could see is with the week of class then the two week break.
don't think everyone will be motivated after that two week break. It will
prohally be hard to get back in to class mode after that two week break. If the
professors have a test the day or two after we were to get back from that break
il might be a problem . I don't Ihink many people would study for the lest over
break.
the only issue is forgening information taught the first week of class

I. TIle only potential issue I can think of would be trying to cram a full textbook
into a four week learning session. Many students are usually exhausted after a
full semester and after finals. They won't be able to focus with the attention
required to actively participate in the class. Even though the class will still be
paid for, the parents may lose in the long-run.
1 The only thing I see that might be a problem would be during that two week
break one might have to have homework completed when they came back and
that reany would not let one enjoy their Christmas. Also, one might forget what
is going on when they have been off [or two weeks. I personally probably
would not do this because I am married and have a family and that is my time
to spend with them.
The schedule of the class. I think the schedule is a BI G turnoff to the class and
its support.
1 The students will have to continue study and exposure to the class subject
during the break since this will be a"very fast paced course. If professors were
to assign work over the break I suppose It would ensure they keep reading the
text, and studying the notes gathered thus far. But if a student is serious about
laking a course during this term they will do whatever it takes to get a good
grade.
The time frame and how it 15 broken up.
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1 The time structure can present problems Since it!as so encapsulated and
comprehensive. One needs to really structure the time dedicated to study during
this period.
The two week break during the class may not be a positive thing for some
students. The fact that the class has been condensed into such a short ti me
makes it difficult to grasp all of the mfonnation. If you have a two week break
dunng the term, many students may, not do as well. In short, it may be easier on
the students to go non-stop than it \~uld to stop in the middle and try to get
started again .
The two week break m the middle of the term would cause a lot of students to
forget what was covered dunng the first week of the co'urse. The regular winter
term also already has problems with people dropping courses a few days into
the class. As I W1derstand it, the policylis that if a class drops below a required
number of students, then the class is cancelled and the student loses the
opportlli1ily for thai credit. I think that the two weee'Christmas break would
increase drop rates as more students decide that they don't want to return to
school immediately after the New Year (especially if they have to go back and
immediately take a test over the material learned two weeks earlier!).
1 The two week break inbet\veen the first week and week 2 will cause students to
forget what they have learned the first week. It would seem almost pointless to
go that first week.
The two week break may be an issue for some students but for the most part,
no, I don't see any problems.
1 The 1\....0 week break may make it more di fficu lt to make a good grade.
1 The two week break might be confusing for students who are taking classes online.
1 The two week break might cause students to forget what they crammed into the
first week of class.
1 The two week break! I'm a very driven student an.d worry about my grades, but
1\vo weeks at Christmas is not going to be spent studying. Especially after only
a \veek of class. Seems like you just thrO\V away the first week of class and
continue on with the J term. This might not be too horrible if you were taking a
colloquia or an hour and a half credit, but I still wouldn't like the two week
break.
1 The two week break.
1 the two week break ..
The two week long break would cause students to forget a lot of the material
learned during the fust week.
The two-week break might make it a little harder to get back on track for the
last three weeks of the course, but I don't think these short, intense classes are
for people who are lU1able to stay focused anyway.
1 The week break might be a focus problem for some, but could also be a great
chilllce to work ahead on your own pace.
There will probably be more drops for the class. I f kids go home for christmas
after a \veek in the class, they most likely will encounter second thoughts.

.,

1 There would be a possible problem with houseing. Especially \\~th honor
students whom don't wan.t to risk losing their dorms In McLean. Also there
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could be a problem ,,"jth the holiday season. Many fami lies take trips. T \\'o
\\eeks lllay not be enough time.
There " 'ould be a problem \yjlb the 2 \\eek break_After only I \\eek in the
class. there " 'ould be potenti al for students fo r forget \d1[\t they had learned.
Thi s issues wo uld be sOllle that I listed abo\'e. Starting and slOp ping for just
four \\'eeks seems ridiculous. The cb ss would probab ly require \\"o rk 10 be done
<luring the holiday .
~
1 T ry ing to bounce back on monday from the strello us week. that is fin als week_
I Weather conditions for students that I;\"e in areas \\-here il sno\\'S more & co ul d
potentially get stuck at Western for Christmas because they had to be in cl ass_
What about students who liye on campus d uring the fall semester and choose to
take a D session? \YOlJJd they IHlye to Illo\"e oul of the dorm nt th e time the
dorms close unti l spring semester or ,,"o uld the dorm .l ust Slay open till the
uni \"e rs il ~' cl oses fo r thos e 2 \\-eeks 111 l:iet,,'een then reo pen for J te rlll?
1 Whe re \\'ould students li \-e') If you're not from BG, you'd be o utta luck for th at
extrn \\"eek " hen the do rms close. , rUle classes ,,-ere onl ine" I s uppose it
wOllldn'l mntte r.
Winter an d s ummer SesSIOns are already rushed as is. sometimes the
info rmation doesn't stick. and I think tl1at the 1,\'0 \\-eek period wi ll gi,"e a lot of
sludents the chan ce to forgel most of the information and potent ially fail the
cl ass.

••

Yes
1 Yes " 1 think that ha\"ing the 1\\'0 \\'eek break \\"Quld cause a problem \\"llh the
cl nss. Students are not going to remember the items they learned thei r fi rst
wee k of class oyer a two \\'eek break .
Yes, it would be hard to transition back to taking the cl ass. if someone was
tak.ing the cl ass on a campus as opposed to online it's harder to form a work
schedule say ing well. [ need these weeks to work and these othe r weeks. I am
goi ng to be in cl ass. It Illay be harder to make work and fi Ying/commuting
arnn ge l1lents.
1 Yes. T,,·o \\'eeks is too long of a break fo r sllch a fast paced co urse. Yo u learn
so llH ICh in Olle week of a fOllf week course llild nyo ,,·ee ks is n lo ng pen od of
time to forget n lot ofthm gs learned.
yes ... less people \\"oliid take " 'inter terms
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